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https://www.unifi.it/upload/sub/studenti/erasmusplu
s/2425/dr_41_erasmus_studio_130224_step.pdf 

https://www.unifi.it/upload/sub/studenti/erasmusplus/2425/dr_41_erasmus_studio_130224_step.pdf
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APPLICATION PROCESS International mobility office
relint@economia.unifi.it Turul software 

Application form
Language certifications
ISCED codes

mailto:relint@economia.unifi.it


https://www.unifi.it/upload/sub/studenti/erasmusplus
/2425/dr_41_erasmus_studio_130224_FAQ_eng.pdf 

https://www.unifi.it/upload/sub/studenti/erasmusplus/2425/dr_41_erasmus_studio_130224_FAQ_eng.pdf
https://www.unifi.it/upload/sub/studenti/erasmusplus/2425/dr_41_erasmus_studio_130224_FAQ_eng.pdf


APPLICATION PROCESS International mobility office
relint@economia.unifi.it 

LEARNING AGREEMENT LAURA BINI
l.bini@unifi.it 

Turul software 
Application form
Language certifications
ISCED codes

mailto:relint@economia.unifi.it
mailto:relint@economia.unifi.it


Are you among 
successful 
students?

SUSBUS ERASMUS DELEGATE
LAURA BINI
l.bini@unifi.it 

Application 

THE LEARNING 
AGREEMENT IS 

NEEDED BEFORE 
TO LEAVE 

YES

1. You will send a l.a. proposal 
to the delegate using the 
appropriate form

2. You will discuss the l.a. with 
the delegate

3. When approved, you will 
upload the l.a. on the 
platform

mailto:relint@economia.unifi.it


“Do I have to prepare the definitive learning 
agreement for the application?"

NO …however…

In selecting the possible venues, you have to verify 
that the host university offers at least some exams 
(in the term of interest) that could be considered as 

corresponding exams in your study plan



HOW TO MAKE THE PRELIMINARY CHECK:

1. Visit the host website and try to find the list of 
courses available for Erasmus students (likely, you 
will find the 2023-24 list)

2. Verify that the list includes at least some courses 
similar to those in your study plan

PAY ATTENTION!
Two courses are considered similar when they are in 
the same teaching area (economics, management, 

accounting, math, finance…)



HOW TO MAKE THE PRELIMINARY CHECK:

1. Visit the host website and try to find the list of 
courses available for Erasmus students (likely, you 
will find the 2023-24 list)

2. Verify that the list includes at least some courses 
similar to those in your study plan

3. Contact the host university for information, in case 
you are not able to find any list of courses

4. Contact relint@economia.unifi.it in case the host 
university does not reply

THE PRELIMINARY CHECK IS UP TO STUDENTS 
NO NEED TO CONTACT THE DELEGATE!!!

mailto:relint@economia.unifi.it


Student office hours for the Erasmus application

1. January 30, at 12

2. February 6, at 12

You can book a meeting with the tutor Edoardo Nesi 
(edoardo.nesi@unifi.it)



Double degree program
 with…

Coming soon…


